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Section A 

Answer any four questions. Each question carries 2 weightage. 

Answer to each question should not exceed 100 words. 

Write Short Notes on:  

1. Secular Humanism. 

2. Social Policy. 

3. Challenges in embracing values. 

4. Social action. 

5. Components of field work. 

6. Core skills for social work. 

7. Sexual minorities. 

 (4 × 2 = 8 Weightage) 

 

Section B 

Answer any four questions. Each question carries 3 weightage. 

Answer to each question should not exceed 300 words. 

8. Explain the significance of Code of Ethics for Social Work profession. 

9. Write a short essay on the family and child welfare settings in India. 

10. Discuss briefly on the philosophical assumptions of Social Work.  

11. Explain the need and importance of field work recording. 

12. List out the principles of Social Work and illustrate the principles of non-judgmental 

attitude and individualization being applied among in your field work.  

13. Describe the major perspectives in Social Work. 

14. Explain the specific roles of Social Workers while working with victim of abuse, 

sexual assault and Domestic violence.   

 (4 × 3 = 12 Weightage) 

 



Section C 

Answer any two question. The question carries 5 weightage. 

Answer to question should not exceed 800 words. 

15. Define Social Work. Explain the historical development of Social Work in India. 

16. Elucidate the sources of Social Work Philosophy and critically examine the need for 

understanding philosophical assumptions in social work for practicing social work in 

various settings. 

17. Explain the humanistic and social learning theories and its application in Social Work 

practice.  

18. Illustrate the physical, psychological and emotional problems of the senior citizens.  

Explain the scope of Social Work in geriatric setting by analyzing the various 

programmes and policies availed to them.  

(2 × 5 = 10 Weightage) 
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